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THERE WILL BE NO PHOTON ROCI•T
V. Smilga
ships

The idea of interstellar

-

those 1_pothetical subJugators

of space - has enjoyed sensational success.
sively reflected in
without restraint,
tic"

This success is

science-fiction creations whose authors have,.
filled the galaxy with every kind of "subrelativisstarflyers.

and "relativistic"

This "star sickness" is

of course iunderstandable.

conquering the unfathomable reaches of space is
attractive.

And it

is

Unfortunately,
more than a dream.

in

The idea of

itself

extremely

especially alluring today when the earth's

gravity has been overcome,
have been created,

expres-

satellites

artificial

of the earth and sun

and photographs have been taken of the moon.
this dream,

despite how beautiful it

As yet there is

is

is,

not the slightest real basis

no
o

thinking that mankind can create rockets capable of linking us with
other stellar

worlds.

To me personally this conclusion is

very unpleasant.

be very nice to knwow a way of reaching the di3tant stars.
ly however, all

It

would

Unfortunate-

of the talk about photon rockets cannot be rated as

more than very attractive but nevertheless a very baseless fiction.
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To reach this star, a -rocket n-is

at liast co noara-ble to the speed 0-f lght.

0teIs

would last for tens of thousands of ye ars
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of ±00 kilometers Der second,
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-yearQ
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would take ab'!out.
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S~e

constellation Centaurp.
or

At a veloc-ity of 100,,000- kilmeer

seý-:oc -§L-th

fJi

would take 28-30 years., a considerabl1e but- ace~oa 2eti13
order

to
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to

71ave

sh-orten the period, of interst1-ellar."
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the photon "rcket was called u:?,on.
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Masýo

Fir'st of- all let us endeavor t-o e, ral tt e thRe
a rocket, in other words,; all of its mass ;Ct.

~~

u

_Of
the excotor

Actually, t~here is rich materialJ here for a ~lgto

but let us say that one hý.mdred thousa-nd Itors iSth
which may be t aken (for even In fantasy It

m-n L-"

rsnesesary

V -a
I'aLe

-1~eser- a

c ons c Iences)
At

frtgLance the figuare is -colog~sscal.

h-owever, that the displiacement of thelargest
50-80 thousand tons.,

The dimensions

of

conceived small.er simply because, as we
colossal stor-e of fuel. is
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ire is like childs play compared with

the c ontin' ou.- bombardment by m~teorites and interstellar gas Which
awaits the rocket in its path.

In attempting to evaluate the mass of the
of course,

to

neglect eaunmnt

rocket

ItU

is

Dossible,

scient`ific apparatus, and all of the

complex devices for flight control, but the rocket engine may niot be
dropped.

Unuasuallly po.W~erful and based, certainly, on at~omic energy

arnd cons~q~uently enclosed in an exceptionally heavy shield, the engine
alone must weigh at least ten thousand tonF.
In brief, the most avid enthusiast muast agree that if -e estIrmate
the total mass of the rocket, at. J00 iEthousand tons we have already
uneestimated

it

by a factor of t.en.

Lnd if we later verify this

figure 1,t1 will only be because t',he baseslessness of t-he idea of inter
stellar flight has become very clear.
Let us make a concession. to t-he dreamers and, having manifested
the well1-known .l ayf~ulness of thought,

iLmagine that the body of ou~r

ship successfully vithstands coll1-sion wIt-h
out' cosmic radiation.

cosmic

dust

Generally speading, no ulturabody

and. shields
is

of

any

at such velocities but let us assume that ive have copDed with this
urob-lem.

The fapct is

that so much thought has been given to the engine

thtthere h-as been lit tle Interest' in other undeslrable aspects.
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antiparticles.

Having touched the walls they instantaneously eAxp-le

with incredible force after which the rocketship and crew are dispatcheJ straightway
going over all

to the "upper world".

There is

no value in
o1' an "antifuel"

the other argiuments against the reality

since they are very numerous and since we are flying "only" to the
constellation Centaur it

possible to manage uithout antimatter,

is

having reconciled ourselves with typical fuel.

possible to

is

It

calculate either on the basis of the already mastered disintegration of heavy nuclei or of the thermal-nuclear reactions for synthesizing light nuclei,

in

the energy base of the near future.

In this case,

order to disperse one kilogram of mass at a velocity of 100,000

kilometers per second only a few,

possibly ten, kilograms of fuel are

required.
Incidentally, this atomic fuel is
must liberate is

energy it
than is

The

also not very realistic.

fantastically great-- immeasurably greater

liberated during nuclear reactionts known at this time.

Remembering that in the process of traveling the ship must
gather up speed at least two times (when lifting-off from the earth
and when taking up the return path to the earth) aMn

must cancel it

two times (when approaching the star and the earth),

we conclude

that for every kilogram of rocket payload It
amin-imum,

10 tons of nuclear fuel.

This is

is

necessary to take,

as

demonstrated by simple

calculation which need not be presented here.
Thus,

if

the payload is

100 thousand tons,

mass of

the initial

the rocket grows to a minimum of one billion tonst
Let us now attempt to ponder how powerful the engine of this
interstellar

gaint must be.

Simple calculation

says:

for a rocket

with a mass of a billion tons even an acceleration of im/sec

,

which

flight,

L8 tiny for interstellar

the energy of the thrust stream

ejected per second amounts to a hardly comprehensible value of 10 26-

10 2 7 ergs.

It
terms.

is

somewhat difficult to explain these figures in earthly

The total

second is

energy obta.ned by the earth ffroin the sun each

about 550 times less.

In

order to develop 10 2 7ergs ±t is

necessary to completely "cremate" 1100 kilograms of mass each second.
In

other words,

this energy may be obtained by exploding about a

million atomic bombsi1
This energy is

so improbably vast that it

is

by one hund-Ted,

oneself a broad merchant. s gesture and reduced it
thousand,

if

you wish, ten thousand times.

It

possible to perm4it

is

one

equally Lmpossible

to produce a rocket engine with a power of i027 erg/sec or with a
power of 1023erg/sec.

In both cases the generated energy would in-

stantly reduce the interstellar

ship to ashes.

Here we must :.eep in

view the fact that all the time we have been going in
of improving the conditions of flight,

the values of rocket mass and

acceleration were assiduously underestimated.

-6-

the direction

And nevertheless,

"subrelativistic" rockets are nothing more than

poor relatives to "true relativistica rockets - the subjugators of the
c osmos.

FLIGHT TO TIE DEPTH OF THE GALAXY - FANTASY BEYOND THE LINT OF "%OOD
AND EVIL"
Usually when someone writes about photon starflyers he by no
means has in mind such "modest" rockets as we have mentioned above.
Nol

He has in mind interstellar craft with velocities approaching

that of light.
The dimensions of our galaxy are on the order of hundreds of
thousands of light years.

The period of each expedition is naturally

limited by the duration of human life.

It would seem that with any

conceivable and inconceivable technological accomplishments,

man is

doomed to remain within an insignificant island within several tens
of light years.

But it

is assumed that, proceeding _

Einstein-s

theory, the'passage of time on a rocket at velocities close to the
speed Of light makes it possible, at least- in theory, to reach the
farthest corners of the universe.

Thus it

seems that the rocket

sMceeds in gathering the necessary speed in about 10 of its o. ný years.
-,than acceleration of i0m/sec2 it is possible to attain the velocity
needed to fly around the galaxy within the period of a human lifetime.
Thus it

is that from this aspect everything is more or less in order.

Actually, having returned to the earth, where during the perilod
of the journey hundreds and thousands of years have passed, the
travelers will find an altogether new humanity.

But the grandeur

of the problem, undoubtedly, is requited by the "sacrifices" associated
with a flight into "eternity".
It Is "simply" a matter of attaining a velocity approaching, as
-47-

a maximum, the speed of light.
As the speed of light is

approached,

the mass approaches in-

finity and a continuously increasing expendure of fuel is
in order to accelerate the rocket.

required

Fuel will be burned many thousands

of time3 faster than in "modest" subrelativistic rockets.
But let '.s assume that some remarkable means has made it

possible

to produce an engine which safely developes the monstrous energies
required to accelerate the ship at velocities approaching that of
light*
Let us further assume that an amazing nuclear superfuel has been
obtained with an energy release of unity (the total reacting mass converted to radiation).
It

then turns out that in order to bring the rocket to a velocity

of 0.9999 that of light (at such a velocity the radius of action of
the rocket is

limited by a reasonable period of travel - only hundreds

of light years total) requires about 140 kilograms of fuel for each
kilogram of rocket payload.

Taking into account the fact that in

each Journey there are a minimum of two accelerations and two deccelerations,

we find that the mass of fuel exceeds the payload by a

factor of four hundred million.
It

may be noted, Just for the intereslj that ata velocity necessary

for flying around the galaxy in a reasonable period, the fuel mass
would be approximately i0 7 times greater than the rocket payload.
the useful mass at one hundred thousand tons,
"1a laughably small value of course", we obtain a total mass of -022

Taking,

tons.

as before,

For comparison - the mass of the earth is 6.i02 i tons.
only a couple(

words

MifTice for the idea of the "flying tube",

as the through-feed photon rocket is

-.8-

called.

It

is

thought that

inters4a Tj
___ ar au....
t__a
sub-stance dragged in from the cosmos may be used as the

fuel. thus De~-,i

ng a reduction in the initial fuel supply.

distracted from all of the difficulties.

We agree that

substances can be turned into an ideal fuel.
engine does not essentially save the

We are

ntrtla

Nevertheless,

juch an

A1t4"low" velocities

-osit.o

(to 200 thousand kilometers per second) too little substance (fuel)
reaches the rocket.

But during sub-lIght flght,.s the effe'tiveness

of the feed-th-rough engine becomes insigni.-ficant:
between the velocities of pa

es

the difference

drawn in and elected will be

"

small.
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evidence olf a certain Ilrd-ted quality in
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maginativeness.

the -io-st,trodden and most erroneous path,

r--e Greeks endowed the Godsi
the at- t.•-Z-••

the photon r"ocket. is

of

t5he moratrous exaggeration of known mearus

not spet

-l
l

I
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Perhaps it "can be sai

Usu'-lyevn i
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is

followed.

with re~markablle horses and char-iots,,
off steam.

S *

And in

the century ofP

I

steaM machines people imagined stupendous steam vehicles, not Imagininrg internal combustion engines.
In

ancient stories the moon was reached on backs of enormous

birds and in the 19th century Edgar Allan Poe sent a&n air

balloon.

-%

In

our time, the time of rockets and nuclear energy, photon
And,

rockets have naturally and unavoidably "appeared".
the story repeats itself.

If

of course,

the stars are ever to be reached the

Journey will be accomplished by some means which is

completely incon-

ceivable and improbable to us.
In

conc.lusion permit me to answer a question which may have

arisen during the reading of these pages.
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